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We propose a flat lensing effect using a periodic loss-modulated material. In particular, we consider a two-
dimensional square and rhombic arrangement of lossy cylinders embedded in a host media with the same
refractive index. The effect is predicted by the dispersion curves obtained by a coupled mode expansion of
Maxwell equations and by numerical beam propagation experiments. From both analytical and numerical studies,
we show that, for a range of frequencies, light beams undergo negative diffraction on propagation through the
loss-modulated medium, providing a window of high transmission. The phase shifts accumulated by negative
diffraction within the structure are then compensated by normal diffraction, leading to substantial focalization
beyond it. © 2013 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: (160.4670) Optical materials; (260.1960) Diffraction theory; (290.5830) Scattering, Brillouin;
(160.3918) Metamaterials; (160.5298) Photonic crystals.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/JOSAB.30.002684

1. INTRODUCTION
Materials with spatially modulated refractive index—photonic
crystals (PhCs)—have shown the ability to manage the
dispersion of light. The control over light propagation is two-
fold: on one hand, the modification of the dispersion relations
in the frequency domain results in temporal effects, such as
photonic bandgaps [1,2] or slowing light down; on the other,
the modification of the spatial dispersion enables managing
diffraction and provides associated beam propagation effects.
As an example, self-collimation [3–5], focalization and imaging
beyond a structure with a flat–flat interface (flat PhC lensing)
[6–8], and spatial (angular) filtering [9–11] can be achieved by
using PhCs.

Recently, new spatial effects in light beam propagation
were introduced by considering similar artificial materials:
gain–loss-modulated materials (GLMMs) [12,13]. Such materi-
als not only provide anomalous spatial dispersion, i.e., distor-
tion of the isofrequency contours in wave-vector space, but
also sharp peaks or valleys in the imaginary part of wave
vectors, indicating a strong dependence of gain or losses on
the direction of propagation. The regions of anisotropic gain
or loss lie near the edges of the first Brillouin zone (BZ) and
give rise to a strong dependence of gain on the direction of
propagation [13]. Hence, GLMMs introduce new diffusive
properties, while also modifying the spatial dispersion rela-
tions and diffractive properties. Therefore, 2D GLMMs also
allow beam shaping effects that can be used, among other
functions, for spatial filtering purposes, as has been demon-
strated for loss-modulated materials (LMMs) [14] and
broad-area semiconductor amplifiers [15,16]. Also 1D gain–
loss layered structures have been considered for imaging pur-
poses [17–20] or in the context of parity–time symmetry [21].

The present paper is devoted to analyzing the diffraction
management associated with 2D LMMs and to studying the

possibility of obtaining focusing, insensitive to alignment,
from such structures. We consider LMMs to characterize
the spatial propagation effects related to gain–loss modulation
in order to avoid saturation and nonlinear effects introduced
by a positive effective gain. Flat lensing is accounted for by
convex-curved isofrequency contours of propagating modes
in the wave-vector space. The effect arises because convex
phase shifts are accumulated through either a negative-index
material [22] or a PhC slab [6–8] and are compensated by
normal diffraction beyond the structure, determining the
focalization distance from the flat lens. The ability to focus
light by using flat surfaces is, however, not restricted to
left-handed index materials or PhCs [23–26]. We demonstrate
a significant localization of a light beam on propagation
through a periodic structure with no index contrast but with
losses modulated on the wavelength scale. We use a coupled
mode expansion of Maxwell equations to analytically localize
the parameter range that shows flat lensing for three different
geometries. Moreover, numerical simulations of beam propa-
gation performed by solving the full set of Maxwell equations
using a finite-difference time-domain method confirm the
predicted effect.

2. COUPLED MODE EXPANSION
We start from the wave equation for a monochromatic wave,
which can be written in the single form:

∇2E⃗ � n2 ω
2

c2
E⃗ � 0: (1a)

We consider a 2D sinusoidal modulation of the complex
refractive index, such as

n�r⃗� � n0 � 2n1�cos�q⃗1;0 · r⃗� � cos�q⃗0;1 · r⃗��; (1b)
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where n0 � 1� in00
0 is a homogenous complex refractive

index and n1 � in00
1 is the amplitude of the modulation.

The geometry is fixed by the two reciprocal lattice vectors
q⃗1;0 and q⃗0;1, where q⃗1;0 � q�sin θ; cos θ� and q⃗0;1 �
q�− sin θ; cos θ�. We assume a linearly polarized electric field
perpendicular to the plane of the modulations, and we expand
the electric field in terms of the harmonics of the modulation:

E �
X

l;p

Al;peik⃗l;pr⃗ � c:c:; (2)

where k⃗l;p � k⃗� lq⃗10 � pq⃗01. Next we substitute Eqs. (1b) and
(2) into Eq. (1a) and obtain

X

l;p

�∇2Al;p � 2ik⃗l;p ·∇⃗Al;p − k2l;p � n2k20Al;p�eik⃗l;p·r⃗ � 0; (3)

where Al;p stands for the amplitudes of each mode in the field
expansion, and k0 � 2π∕λ is the wave vector in vacuum. The
sinusoidal modulation couples only the neighboring modes.
The coupling can be obtained from Eq. (3) and is expressed
in a general form for the mode �l; p� as

�k20�n2
0 � 4n2

1� − k2 − 2k⃗l;p · k⃗ − k2l;p�Al;p

� 2n0n1k20�Al�1;p � Al−1;p � Al;p�1 � Al;p−1�
� n2

1k
2
0�Al�2;p � Al−2;p � Al;p�2 � Al;p−2�

� 2n2
1k

2
0�Al�1;p�1 � Al�1;p−1 � Al−1;p�1 � Al−1;p−1� � 0: (4)

The modulation lattice is characterized by the reciprocal
lattice vectors and the angle between them. We consider three
general geometries with obtuse, acute, and right angles be-
tween lattice vectors and assume an overall lossy material
with n00

0 � 0.2 and a loss modulation n00
1 � 0.095. We shall refer

to the nonorthogonal case as a rhombic lattice, where we con-
sider propagation along both the long diagonal (ΓM crystallo-
graphic direction) and the short diagonal (ΓK crystallographic
direction). For these two cases the system can be described
by using only three modes in the above developed expansion,
since other modes are weakly excited by the entering field for
the considered range of frequencies. These three modes are
�l; p� � �0; 0�; �0;−1�, and �−1; 0�, which, in the absence of cou-
pling (homogenous material), correspond to three perfect
circles in the reciprocal (wave-vector) space. At resonance,
the three circles intersect at the edge of the first BZ. For
the square lattice, however, owing to the structural symmetry,
four circles intersect at resonance, and hence at least four
modes have to be considered to describe the system, namely,
�l; p� � �0; 0�, �0;−1�, �−1; 0�, and �−1;−1�. The modes of
Eqs. (3) and (4) are similar to those of the standard plane wave
expansion method for PhCs; however, in this case [the k�ω�
approach] we fix the frequency to be real values to calculate
the complex-valued propagation wavenumber, kz.

Here, the system of coupled Eqs. (2), for the considered
modes, provides complex eigenmodes for the wave vector
k⃗. The real part of such eigenvalues describes the spatial
dispersion curves, while the imaginary part corresponds to
attenuation. Without loss of generality, we consider the
angle between the reciprocal lattice vectors, 2θ � 105° and
2θ � 75° for the rhombic case (2θ � 90° for a square lattice).
Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show the calculated spatial dispersion

curves for the first case (propagation along ΓM) for two given
frequencies, lying just higher and lower than the M 0 point;
Figs. 1(c) and 1(d) depict the attenuation of each correspond-
ing mode. To determine the character of diffraction, we shall
consider the dominant mode, i.e., the less attenuated one
(with a smaller imaginary component). Inspecting the curve
for the diffraction of such a less attenuated mode for both
frequencies, we observe that it has different signs for different
frequencies. For a frequency lying just below theM 0 point, the
curvature is convex (positive), indicating negative diffraction;
see the solid curve in Fig. 1(a). However, the curvature be-
comes strongly negative (positive diffraction) for higher
frequencies; see Fig. 1(b). We analyze the diffraction depend-
ence of frequency through the second derivative of the in-axis
spatial longitudinal dispersion, ∂2kz∕∂k2x, at kx � 0, which is
depicted by the solid red line in Fig. 1(e), and we compared
it to normal diffraction in free space (dashed black line). As
expected, for small frequencies the beam suffers from normal
diffraction, and therefore the curvature is negative. What is
more important, we observe negative diffraction just below
the M 0 point. With further increases in frequency, the curva-
ture becomes strongly negative (diffraction is positive and
much stronger than in homogenous space), and, finally, the
curvature increases, tending to zero. [It has to be noted that
for the case of propagation along the long diagonal, the
resonance occurs at M 0 rather than the edge of first BZ (M)
as shown in Fig. 1(f)].

Similar behavior can be observed for propagation along
ΓK ; see Fig. 2(a). Also, for a square lattice, the four-mode
analysis provides analogous results, as shown in Fig. 2(c).

Fig. 1. Real spatial dispersion curves of the first three modes [real
part of kz as a function of kx, where k⃗ � �kx; kz�] in normalized q units,
for (a) a∕λ � 0.76 and (b) a∕λ � 1.0, just below and above the M 0

point lying at a∕λ � 0.83. (c), (d) Attenuation, imaginary part of kz
as a function of kx, in normalized q units for the same modes. The
curvature of the dispersion, for the least attenuated mode at
kx � 0, is shown depending on frequency (in normalized a∕λ units)
for propagation along the diagonal for 2θ � 75°. The black dashed
lines indicate the dispersion for homogenous propagation in (a)
and (b) and the corresponding curvatures in (e). The first BZ (blue
area) and the corresponding symmetry points are represented in (f).
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In both cases, negative diffraction occurs for different
frequencies, all lying just below the corresponding first BZ
edge. Hence the predicted effect of negative diffraction is ex-
pected to be general for any rhombic structure. In all cases,
such negative diffraction is expected to lead to focalization of
a beam propagating beyond such a structure. Note that in this
case resonance occurs precisely at the edge of the first BZ.

3. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
In calculations we consider a finite-sized 2D periodic struc-
ture with flat interfaces made of absorbing cylinders em-
bedded in an inactive background. The real refractive index
contrast is considered to be zero; thus all observed effects will
be directly associated with the loss modulation. In a realistic
system one should take into account both index and loss
modulation. The radius of the cylinders is fixed to be
R � 0.2a, where a denotes the lattice constant of the structure
(being a � 2π∕q). The absorption coefficient is α �
5 × 104 cm−1 (for λ � 1 μm), which corresponds to a complex
valued refractive index of ncyl � 1� 0.4i for the lossy cylin-
ders. We consider the same geometries as in the previous
analytic study, namely, 2θ � 105°; 75°; 90°. To perform the
numerical analysis, we propagate a Gaussian beam with a
width of 1.5 μm, and an electric field linearly polarized parallel
to the rods, through a 15-period-long structure, using the com-
mercial finite-difference time-domain algorithm CrystalWave
[27]. The total simulation area is 60 μm�transverse� × 100 μm
(longitudinal) with a grid square cell of length 0.0475 μm, and
the time step is fixed to provide numerical stability. Reflec-
tions at boundaries are avoided by using perfectly matched
layers boundary conditions. The on-axis transmitted intensity
is analyzed as a function of the carrier frequency of the
incident beam, and, as a reference for comparison, we also
calculate the propagation of the input beam through a homog-
enous material (air).

Figure 3 summarizes the calculations in the case of a rhom-
bic lattice and propagation along the long diagonal (ΓM crys-
tallographic direction). The transmitted intensity, plotted as
a function of the beam carrier frequency, exhibits a high-
transmission window on either side of the high-symmetry
M 0 point corresponding to a∕λ � 0.83. It is important to note

that such a high-transmission band, determined for a LMM,
lies precisely where a low-intensity band or bandgap would
be expected in the case of a PhC slab, i.e., in the case where
the real part of the refractive index would be modulated in-
stead of the imaginary one. Inspecting a cross section of such
an intensity map, shown in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c), at two given
distances from the sample, we observe the expected focaliza-
tion because of the negative diffraction inside the structure. It
is clear from these figures that the beam emerging from a
LMM has a narrower profile than the reference beam. Hence,
on incidence of a linearly polarized Gaussian beam, the struc-
ture provides focalization beyond it.

To demonstrate the flat lensing effect and to allow some
comparison with the analytic predictions, we also consider
the phase profiles of the beam beyond the LMM crystal. We
obtain the phases of the spatial Fourier components (far field)
of the exiting beam just beyond the structure and calculate its
curvature (second derivative in wave-vector space). The
dependence of phase curvature on frequency is reproduced
from the numerical analysis in Fig. 4. Note that in this case
we obtain the phase curvature on a plane parallel to the ex-
iting facet, on which normal diffraction would lead to an op-
posite curvature. Hence, in order to make the comparison
with analytics (where normal diffraction provides a positive
curvature), we reverse the sign of the curvature obtained from
the numeric propagation. We see that, in good agreement with
Fig. 1(e), negative diffraction occurs behind the M 0 point. We
note that we compare the numerical simulations with our pre-
vious analytic results on a simple sinusoidal modulation of
the refractive index. For the considered frequencies light
propagation is especially sensitive to the periodicity of the

Fig. 2. Curvature of the dispersion, for the least attenuated mode at
kx � 0, is shown depending on frequency (in normalized a∕λ units) for
propagation along the diagonal (a) for 2θ � 105° and (c) 2θ � 90°. The
black dashed lines in (a) and (c) denote the curvature of dispersion for
homogenous propagation. (b), (c) Corresponding reciprocal lattice
and symmetry points.

Fig. 3. Beam propagation through the long diagonal of a LMM rhom-
bic structure, made of lossy cylinders embedded in air, R � 0.2a,
where a is the direct lattice distance, a � 2π∕q. (a) Finite-difference
time domain transmission map for cylinders with ncyl � 1� 0.4i; the
vertical axis denotes the carrier frequency, in a∕λ units, of the 1.5 μm
wide incident Gaussian and the horizontal axis, the normalized dis-
tance from the sample. (b), (c) Transverse cross section at the output
face of the device and at a distance of z � 36a after the structure,
denoted D1 and D2 in (a), where the continuous yellow curve is
for comparison with propagation in free space.
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modulation (or to the first spatial harmonics of the modula-
tion) rather than to a specific distribution within the unit cell.

Figures 4(b), 4(c), and 4(d) show the phase profile as a
function of the wave-vector component perpendicular to
the direction of propagation, for three different frequencies,
compared to the same curvature in free-space propagation.
We can observe that, for frequencies below the resonance

frequency, the curvature resembles curvature in free space
[Fig. 4(b)]; it becomes strongly convex just below theM 0 point
[see Fig. 4(c)]. Just above the M 0 point it becomes strongly
negative, as shown in Fig. 4(d). In addition, for frequencies
close to resonance, the spatial components around kx � 0
have near-zero attenuation. Hence, for such frequencies the
structure becomes less lossy; this, combined with a positive
curvature of the phase, results in a less attenuated (highly
transmitted), focalized beam beyond the LMM. While the
maximum intensity at the focal point is around 10% of that
of the reference beam, it is 3 orders of magnitude higher
when compared to propagation through a homogenous lossy
medium with the same averaged loss.

To show that this behavior could be generic for all geom-
etries in LMM, we extend our numerical calculations to propa-
gation along the short diagonal of a rhombic lattice and also a
square structure. Also, in these cases a high-transmission win-
dow is found at the expected frequencies, by the BZ edge, ly-
ing at a∕λ � 0.63 in Fig. 5(a) and at a∕λ � 0.71 in Fig. 6. Also,
in Figs. 5(c), 5(d), 6(c), and 6(d) the narrowing of the exiting
beam is clearly visible compared to the reference. In all cases,
on propagation inside the LMM, the beam acquires a change in
the curvature of the phase. For frequencies below the high-
symmetry point, the curvature becomes positive. According
to numerical simulations and analytics, the effect becomes
stronger for the square lattice, when four modes come into
play [compare Figs. 6(d) with 5(d) and 4(a) for numerics,
and Fig. 1(g) with 1(f) and 1(e) for analytics].

Fig. 4. (a) Curvature of the phase of the spatial Fourier transform of
a Gaussian beam just exiting the LMM slab. (b), (c), (d) Comparison of
the phase profile and the same phase profile for a beam propagating in
free space (dotted curve), for a∕λ � 0.67, 0.81, and 0.97, respectively.

Fig. 5. Beam propagation through the short diagonal of a LMM rhom-
bic structure. (a) Transmission map at x∕a � 0 and (b), (c) transverse
cross section at D1 and D2. (d) Phase curvature of the beam exiting
after propagation through the LMM.

Fig. 6. Beam propagation through the diagonal of a LMM square
structure. (a) Transmission map at x∕a � 0. (b), (c) Transverse cross
section at D1 and D2. (d) Phase curvature of the beam exiting after
propagation through the LMM.
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4. CONCLUSION
To conclude, we show that LMM materials with periodic mod-
ulations on the wavelength scale can lead to a substantial
focalization of a beam propagating through a short slab with
flat–flat interfaces. We have considered three different struc-
tural geometries, corresponding to propagation along the di-
agonals of a rhombic and square lattice, and in all cases find
analogous results. The light intensity map of a Gaussian beam
exiting the structure exhibits a high-transmission window for
frequencies close to the edges of the first BZ, which results
from the anisotropic attenuation provided by the periodicity.
For LMM, such high transmittance occurs precisely at
frequencies where a low transmission or bandgap open in
the case of PhCs. The focusing after the crystal slab with a
thickness of ten wavelengths is confirmed by a deeper analy-
sis of the phase profile. For given frequencies, the phase
curvature becomes positive, indicating negative diffraction,
which provides focalization beyond the structure. Moreover,
the numerically obtained curvature follows the analytical es-
timations based on the second derivative of the spatial
dispersion diagrams. The control of light beam propagation
by miniaturized devices is important not only from a funda-
mental point of view but also as an actual requirement for
applications. The predicted phenomenon is expected to be
generic for spatially modulated materials and other kinds of
waves, such as, for instance, acoustic waves in lossy sonic
crystals.
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